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Dear Editor of Modern Ghana, Kindly find attached my rejoinder to Hon.
Ablakwa's second denial of innocence for publication by
you for the following reasons. I read an article published
on your website yesterday which was first
published by one Ohenenana Obonti Krow on
ghanapolitics.com.gh on Wednesday, 13th September
2017 with the title "Andrews Krow (Ohenenana
Obonti Krow), is not Samuel Okudzeto Ablakwa" as if it
was first written yesterday and published the same
day 14th September 2017 on your website. Ablakwa
referred to this fake and criminal claim in
his denial written and published later the same
day on Wednesday 13th September 2017 to which I replied
on the same day and published on my website the next
day. Not disclosing the real date of
authorship and the time of first publication of articles on
cyber space has often been
used to criminally deceive the unsuspecting
public of the real date the article
was first written and published on the internet as
in this case - 13th September 2017 in Ohenenana's
case and it republication on your website yesterday
without disclosing the previous date of first publication.
The words "time dependent
pseudonym" in cyber language and criminal
investigations have a fixed and known meaning and a mere
claim of authorship of the article by Ohenenana without more
does not criminally exonerate Ablakwa
from responsibility for using the time dependent
pseudonym in real time in cyber security theory and
law. It does not mean that no person called Andrews Krow in
real life exists. It simply means that in real time
Ablakwa depended on that name as his pseudonym. The use of
the time dependent pseudonym Andrew Krow by
Ablakwa cannot, therefor, be speculated to be
an inconsistency and an error even by Modern Ghana
who published the article with the time dependent
pseudonym article carrying Ablakwa's real name
and rank name at the tail end of the article. The
claims and denials are clearly a criminal enterprise in
cyber space. Once you have published the
alleged claim of authorship by someone
else claiming to be Andrews Krow without real
time proof, you are obliged to publish my attached rejoinder

to Ablakwa which appeared on my website yesterday in
response and dated 13th September 2017 to his second
denial which was published after the first publication by
Ohenenana of his article on ghanapolitics.com.gh
on 13th September 2017. I do not intend to waste
my time responding to Ohenenana's criminal rubbish
without any real time proof from him as stated in my
rejoinder of yesterday under reference but I have a
constitutional right to the publication of my article
on my website which contains my perspective
on Ohenenana Obonti Krow as a mere surrogate of Ablakwa
in the grand criminal scheme of mischievous denials. I act
upon legal evidence and actionable intelligence not
speculation, so kind publish my rejoinder to Ablakwa.
Regards. Martin

